
 

WALK ON YOUR OWN WAYS 
(G-major) 

 

 
PRELUDE: G D C G C D G4 G 

 

        G        D         C            G 

1.  There  are a lot of people standing in front of doors closed by a chain, 
       C       G         D4          D 

    for they never try to search for keys surrounding. 
   G            D            C      G 

    and tears on cheeks embellishing, flowing to the ground in vain, 
  C            G         D4          D 

    let form themselves by course of fate , astounding. 
     e           D      G4        G 

    Yes, some guy lives benumbed, puts his motion by events, 
      C        D       G4 G 

    and believes, that fate is giving all his paces. 
     e          H          e      C 

    Or he shams the first good fellow, tries to shine by his comments, 
    G          D     G4 G 

    but also cannot find his basis. 
   
 
INTERLUDE: 
   D               d        C 

    Climbing mountains, stony, high, roaming through some valleys, plain, 
      e      D         G4  G 

    You`re walking on your own ways towards tomorrow, 
       C  H         e           C 

    cheered up by consolation, sometimes tortured by hard pain, 
  G         D         C  G 

    by people, that injure or help in sorrow. 
      a           E       G            D 

    Sometimes damaged by one edge, also sometimes transverse, crooked, 
       F      C         e   D 

    `cross an uncomfortable area, surrendered. 
     G          D           C           G 

    If they call for your attention, do not turn around to look. 
    C          G         D4 D 

    Walk upright on your own ways getting upward. 
 
 
2.  True happiness grows inside, there are all things, that You need, 
    the blissfulness is elsewhere not to find. 
    Take a look into the faces of children trusting in their bleed. 
    Native trust leaves any pain and grief behind. 
    So don`t listen to the voices, that conjure destruction, fight, 
    and that praise their view of future for us, all. 
    Don`t be led by foreign thoughts, not befouled by mammon, might, 
    search always for Your own truth behind all the walls. 
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3.  Many guys don`t learn the walking on their self-selected path, 
    others think for them and they are just agreeing, 
    not being able to control, to act, just turning in their wheels, 
    put into by those wise heads careful leading. 
    They prefer their own complaint, always grumbling they enjoy, 
    nagging, quarreling or just resigning. 
    They avoid responsibility, not be willing to employ, 
    are seduced by promised views for steady binding. 
 
 
 
Afterlude: 
    If they try to break, enslave,   persuade to their own thought, 
    if they promise luck and wealth they are possessing, 
    if they pay honor to you   glorify, for what they`d fought, 
    and display their red carpets for you, blessing. 
    tolerating no dissents   lost the sense for evidence, 
    saw the brunch on which they`re sitting by bad talking. 
    Like you are, so please remain,   let your heart control your brain, 
    stay constantly on your ways you are walking. 
    C       D       G4  G 

    Stay constantly on your ways you are walking. 
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